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Abstract: The developments in the field of rehabilitation are proceeding hand in hand with those
of cybernetics, with the result of obtaining increasingly performing prostheses and rehabilitations
for patients. The purpose of this work is to make a brief exposition of new technologies regarding
composites materials that are used in the prosthetic and rehabilitative fields. Data collection took
place on scientific databases, limited to a collection of data for the last five years, in order to present
news on the innovative and actual materials. The results show that some of the most commonly used
last materials are glass fibers and carbon fibers. Even in the robotics field, materials of this type are
beginning to be used, thanks above all to the mechanical performances they offer. Surely these new
materials, which offer characteristics similar to those in humans, could favor both the rehabilitation
times of our patients, and also a better quality of life.

Keywords: biomechanical phenomena; elasticity; bioengineering; fiberglass; carbon fiber; prosthesis;
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1. Introduction

1.1. Background

In recent years new technologies in bioengineering and industrial fields have enabled the creation
of new materials. These materials suitable for the rehabilitation of patients in the different districts of
the body offer excellent integration capabilities and excellent biomechanical characteristics. Some of
these materials also show biocompatibility characteristics, which makes them perfect to stay in contact
with the body’s tissues [1]. Composite materials are the materials on which the study will focus.
In material science, a composite material is a heterogeneous material, that is, made up of two or more
phases with different physical properties, whose properties are better than those of the phases that
constitute it. Usually, the different phases in the composite are made of different materials, as in the
case of carbon fiber and epoxy resin composites. However, there are exceptions where the different
phases are made of the same material, such as SiC/SiC (SiC–SiC) matrix composite is a particular type
of ceramic matrix composite) and self-reinforced polypropylene (SRPP) [2]. Composite materials could
be both artificial or natural. Some examples of naturally occurring composite materials are wood,
in which cellulose fibers are dispersed in a phase of lignin, and bones, in which collagen is reinforced
by mineral apatite.
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Glass fibers are used for the production of composite materials or advanced structural materials in
which different components are integrated together to produce a material with superior characteristics
from a physical, mechanical, chemical, aesthetic point of view. In the science and technology of
materials, on the other hand, carbon fiber is a material having a thin, thread-like structure made of
carbon, generally used in the production of a great variety of “composite materials”, so called because
they consist of two or more materials, which in this case are carbon fibers and a so-called matrix,
generally of resin (or plastic or metal) whose function is to hold the resistant fibers in place (so as to
maintain the correct orientation in absorbing the efforts), to protect the fibers and also to maintain
the shape of the composite manufactured article. A separate discussion should be made regarding
ceramic composite materials. Moreover, a different topic is all the biomaterials originating from living
matter, such as bone substitutes. Thanks to new technologies, these materials, just like those under
examination of the communication, could be milled or printed with CAD (Computer Aided Design)
CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) systems [3–7]. In the technopolymers field, the composite
flow molding (CFM) technology allows the production of composite materials strongly reinforced
with long fiber without damaging the fibers. The reinforcement content also reaches 62% by volume
to ensure maximum strength. With this process various combinations of reinforcements (carbon,
glass, and Kevlar fibers) and thermoplastic resins (polyether ether ketone (PEEK), polyetherimide
(PEI), polyphenylene sulfide (PPS)) are possible; the products thus obtained allow the industry to
meet the growing demand for lightweight materials with excellent mechanical, chemical and thermal
properties [8,9]. Form memory polymers, although already present on the market with different types
of products, new materials and their development continues today to be able to identify characteristics,
shapes and other possible applications. In fact their particular properties, unique in the world of
plastics, mean that the still possible uses are infinite, ranging from commonly used products, made with
standard industrial techniques, to functional elements of ‘intelligent’ junction, to pieces with good
ergonomics or simply tools to improve the performance or comfort of the product in which they are
inserted. In the way of “intelligent materials” there are also some membranes based on shape memory
polymers. They exploit the principle of thermal vibration, that is, when the room temperature is below
the activation point (dictated by the body temperature), the molecular structure stiffens, lowering the
permeability, thus allowing to maintain the body temperature; when the room temperature exceeds the
activation point, the molecular structure softens creating free spaces between the molecules, allowing
the elimination of water vapor and excess body heat [10,11]. These membranes could be used to make
water-proof and wind-resistant fabrics, which are breathable and at the same time permeable to water
vapor, thus guaranteeing the anti-condensation characteristic. In the dental field, for the production of
removable or fixed, implant prosthetics and orthodontic devices, the use of resins based on methacrylate
(poly(methyl methacrylate (PMMA)) and composites (bisphenol A-glycidyl methacrylate (biS-GMA))
is widespread [12]. In this manuscript, different issues related to these two technologies have been
evaluated. As far as PMMA is concerned, the limits of these materials are: the imperfect repeatability
of the polymerization process, limited processing times, poor biocompatibility, which could lead to the
onset of considerable safety problems for the health of operators during the phases of processing of
prosthetic devices, as well as of patients during the completion phases in the oral cavity and in the
subsequent daily use. As for biS-GMA, the limits concern above all their operating procedures, which
are quite complicated and require long transformation times; it could be associated with the high
cost of the materials themselves, moreover, there are difficulties in mechanically making surfaces that
are perfectly shiny and compact. This causes quite significant plaque engraftment in the oral cavity,
affecting the biocompatibility of the finished devices. As for fiberglass, on the other hand, common
experience shows that monolithic glass is a fragile material. If it is instead spun at diameters of less
than a tenth of a millimeter it loses its characteristic fragility to become a material with high mechanical
strength and resilience [12].
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1.2. Aim

The aim of this manuscript is to investigate about modern and innovative prosthetic and
rehabilitative materials.

2. Results

2.1. Search

The results obtained from a recent (last five years) literature search concerning innovative
biomedical materials provide detailed information regarding the physical, chemical and
biocompatibility characteristics of these materials; but also, their applications. Used search terms
were: (“glass fiber” (All Fields) OR “carbon fiber” (All Fields) OR “composite materials” (All Fields))
AND (“Biomed J Sci Tech Res” (Journal) OR “biomedical” (All Fields)) OR (“prostheses and implants”
(MeSH Terms) OR (“prostheses” (All Fields) AND “implants” (All Fields)) OR “prostheses and implants”
(All Fields) OR “prosthesis” (All Fields)) OR (“rehabilitation” (MeSH Terms) OR “rehabilitation”
(All Fields) OR “rehabilitative” (All Fields)).

2.2. Glass Fiber

The fragility of the common glass is due to the large number of crystallization defects that act as
microfractures and stress concentration zones. On the contrary, glass fiber does not present all these
defects, therefore it reaches mechanical strengths close to the theoretical resistance of the covalent bond.
Different types of fibers could be distinguished according to their characteristics, which condition
their use. Glass fibers are widely used in the production of structural composites in the aerospace,
nautical and automotive fields, associated with different matrices, for example polyamide or epoxy, still
synthetic resins [13–15]. Glass fiber is largely used in dental field, for single, multi teeth restauration
(Figure 1).
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6 July 2019.

They are not usually used in the production of composites with metallic or ceramic matrices for
which, beyond the technological problem due to the high temperature in production, it is preferred to
use fibers with better performance, for example carbon fibers, in relation to the high production cost.

In the civil engineering field, glass fibers are used in the manufacture of fiber cement products.
The production methods for glass fibers are:

• In disused marble, it consisted in passing the spindle through drawing nozzles;
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• Disused wire rod drawing consisted of pulling glass rods to form fibers;
• With direct melting, the melt, slightly cooled but still plastic, is passed through platinum–iridium

alloys (Pt-Ir) matrix, the fibers are coated with polymers to prevent them from melting together
and arranged in bundles.

After spinning, the fiber is dressed to improve adhesion with the matrix to be reinforced
(Table 1) [10].

Table 1. Glass fibers properties [10].

Typical Properties of Glass Fibers

Density: 2.48 g/cm3

Elastic modulus: 90 GPa

Mechanical tensile strength (and new fiber): 4500 MPa

Percentage elongation at break: 5%

2.3. Carbon Fiber

As far as carbon fibers are concerned, these have properties similar to asbestos, but unlike the
latter, their use does not entail health risks. Each weave of carbon filaments constitutes a whole formed
by the union of many thousands of filaments. Each single filament has an approximately cylindrical
shape with a diameter of 5–8 µm and consists almost exclusively of carbon (at least 92%). The atomic
structure of the carbon fiber is similar to that of graphite, consisting of aggregates of planar-structure
carbon atoms (graphene sheets) arranged according to regular hexagonal symmetry. The difference lies
in the way these sheets are interconnected. Graphite is a crystalline material in which the sheets are
arranged parallel to each other forming a regular structure. The chemical bonds that are established
between the sheets are relatively weak, giving the graphite its characteristic delicacy and fragility.
Carbon fibers have a high chemical inertness towards many aqueous solutions. They will deteriorate if
they come into contact with metals and metal oxides at temperatures above 1000 K. The typical density
of carbon fiber is 1750 kg/m3. The mechanical strength of the different types of yarn varies between
2–7 GPa (Table 2) [16–20].

Table 2. Carbon Fiber commercial classification.

• GP (General Performance): characterized by lower mechanical resistance; they have
a Young’s modulus not exceeding 200 GPa;

• LM (Low Modulus): they have low values of the Young’s modulus;

• HP (High Performance): characterized by greater mechanical strength

• HT (High Tensile Strength): they have high values of tensile strength (greater than 3000 MPa [1])
and standard values of Young’s modulus (around 150–300 GPa [8])

• IM (Intermediate Modulus): have moderate values of Young’s modulus (around 275–350 GPa [9])

• HM (High Modulus): they have high values of Young’s modulus (greater than 300 GPa)

• UHM (UltraHigh Modulus): they have high values of Young’s modulus (greater than 600 GPa).

From the point of view of the process from which they are obtained, carbon fibers are further
classified into:

• Carbon fibers from polyacrylonitrile (PAN): obtained through stabilization, carbonization and
possible heat treatment at high temperature of the polyacrylonitrile; 90% of carbon fibers are
currently produced according to this methodology;

• Carbon fibers from isotropic pitch: obtained from pitch fibers subjected to stabilization
and carbonization;
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• Carbon fibers from anisotropic pitch (MPP, mesophase pitch): obtained from mesogenic pitch
converted into mesophasic pitch during spinning; this mesophasic pitch is then subjected to
stabilization, carbonization and high temperature heat treatment;

• Rayon carbon fibers: obtained from rayon fibers subjected to chemical pre-treatment and
carbonization; this type of carbon fibers is no longer industrially produced;

• Gas phase carbon fibers: obtained from a gaseous phase containing hydrocarbons and solid
catalysts; these carbon fibers are not currently marketed. Depending on the raw material used to
produce the fiber, the carbon fiber could be turbostratic or graphitic, or possess a hybrid structure
in which there are both turbostratic and graphitic parts. In the turbostratic carbon fiber, or with
a crystalline structure formed by planes each deviated laterally with respect to the other, the sheets
of carbon atoms are randomly joined or folded together. The carbon fibers obtained from the
PAN are turbostratic, while the carbon fibers derived from the mesophase pitch are graphitic
after heating at temperatures above 2200 ◦C. The turbostratic carbon fibers tend to have a greater
tensile strength, while the mesophase-derived fibers subjected to heat treatment have high stiffness
(Young’s modulus) and high thermal conductivity [21–26].

The most commonly used method for obtaining carbon filaments is the oxidation and pyrolysis
of polyacrylonitrile (PAN), a polymer obtained from the polymerization of acrylonitrile. The PAN is
heated to approximately 300 ◦C in the presence of air, with the result of obtaining the oxidation and
rupture of many hydrogen bonds established between the long polymeric chains. The oxidation product
is placed in a furnace and heated to about 2000 ◦C in an inert gas atmosphere (for example argon),
thus obtaining a radical change in the molecular structure with formation of graphite. By carrying out
the heating process at the appropriate conditions, there is the condensation of the polymeric chains with
the production of narrow sheets of graphene which merge and generate a single filament. The final
result consists in obtaining a material with a carbon content generally ranging between 93%–95% [25].

The mechanical properties of carbon fiber could be further improved by exploiting appropriate
heat treatments. Heating in the range of 1500–2000 ◦C results in the so-called carbonization with
the formation of a material with a high tensile strength (5650 MPa), while the carbon fiber subjected
to graphitization (i.e., to a heating at 2500–3000 ◦C) shows a higher modulus of elasticity (531 GPa).
Carbon fiber is mainly used to reinforce composite materials, in particular those with a polymeric
matrix. The materials thus obtained have high strength, lightness, low cost, and a certain aesthetic
value. For these reasons, carbon fiber materials are widely used in a multiplicity of areas where the
weight and mechanical resistance of the object are decisive factors or in consumer products simply for
aesthetic purposes [26].

The lightness of these materials is also exploited in the sports field, where the lower weight of the
sports equipment allows to increase the resistance of the athletes; in particular, these materials are
used in the construction of:

• Racing car
• Bicycles
• Canoes
• Water skiing
• Soles of some soccer shoes
• Golf clubs
• Fishing rods
• Tennis rackets
• Archery
• Protective helmets
• Bodywork and components for rc cars
• Aircraft coverings
• Professional swimming costumes
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Another area where the lightness and low cost of carbon fiber materials are exploited is the music
industry [10].

Carbon fibers could also be associated with matrices in non-polymeric material. Due to the
formation of carbides (for example, water-soluble aluminum carbide) and problems related to
corrosion phenomena, the use of carbon in metal matrix composites is underdeveloped. Carbon–carbon
(RCC, reinforced carbon–carbon) consists of a reinforcement of carbon fiber in a graphite matrix and is
used in applications that require exposure to high temperatures, such as in the case of heat shields for
spacecraft or brakes of Formula 1 cars. This material is also used for high temperature gas filtration,
as a high surface area corrosion resistant electrode, and as an antistatic component.

Carbon fiber is increasingly used to manufacture medical equipment due to both its transparency
to X-rays and its robustness. Carbon fiber could be found on:

• Tables for supporting and positioning patients in radiological rooms
• Mobility aids such as crutches [20] orthopedic or Canadian, sticks, walkers, or wheelchairs
• Orthopedic equipment such as orthoses, prostheses or exoskeletons, prosthetic heart valves

(Figures 2 and 3) (Table 3) [27,28].
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Table 3. Carbon vs. glass fibers mechanical features [10,25].

Glass Fibers Carbon Fibers

Mechanical tensile strength (Pa) 1500 to 4500 MPa 150 to 600 GPa

3. Discussion

The composite fibers therefore appear to give excellent biomechanical results and their
biomechanical characteristics offer performance useful for use also as an endoprosthesis. An important
aspect is represented by the fact that these materials, even before they are made with printing or
milling systems, could be appropriately designed in such a way that their design respects the necessary
biomechanical properties. [27–29]. These simulations could be performed by discretizing a real
system and performing a finite element simulation [30–32]. Glass fiber finds its primary application as
a reinforcement for long-term temporary crowns, for the temporary Toronto Bridge or the Maryland
bridge, and for bridges on inlays. It could be used for bridges or inlays coated with dental composite
for aesthetic purposes. Its advantages are: high resistance and elasticity; biocompatibility; adhesion
to composites and resins; and optimal translucency. Among the various materials used in the dental
field, carbon fiber is certainly one of the most innovative and stand outs from other polymers due
to its great capacity to absorb loads, offering maximum patient comfort. It is no coincidence that
this material is used in the manufacture of dental prostheses that require exceptional mechanical
performance, such as the Toronto Bridge or crowns on implants. In this case the carbon fiber is used as
a reinforcement support and generally in most restorative methods. All this was possible also thanks
to the development and improvement of adhesive techniques, which allowed an ever increasing use of
polymers in the dental field. Other materials already known, such as titanium, are able to be used in
contact with tissues and to build prostheses [33,34], but composite materials, as already mentioned, are
able to combine the mechanical characteristics of their components [35–41]; thus, obtaining hybrid
materials with unique characteristics.

4. Materials and Methods

The literature search for this Communication was carried out on the most common Scopus,
Pubmed, Embase, Clarivate Analytics scientific databases. The aim was to obtain the highest possible
number of results on composite materials concerning the prosthetic field. Furthermore, it was to
include only innovative materials and technological and prosthetic innovations.
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